### Vaccines and herd immunity

#### Antibody challenge
- Plastazote tubing
- Pictures of germs (at least 5 different types)
- White card
- Magnet(s)
- Tray(s)
- Antibody/virus explainer card

#### Antibody card game
- 2 sets of antibody/germ cards
- Timer

#### Making bacteria/viruses/antibodies
- Plasticine
- Pasta
- Beads
- Pipe cleaners
- Any other other craft materials
- Bacteria/virus/antibody pictures
- Wet wipes

#### Herd Immunity Bowling
- 2 sets of light skittles (with balls)
- Tent pegs (if outside)
- Velcro/sticky tape (if inside)

#### Herd Immunity Lucky Dip
- 300 red fluffy balls
- 300 yellow fluffy balls
- 4 tubs - 3 blacked out with something over the top
- 95% vaccinated' '50% vaccinated' & '0% vaccinated' cards
- Elastic bands
- Herd immunity explainer cards